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“Get the traders mindset: LISTEN, LISTEN & LEARN!”

1. Adrian Burridge 23 mins
File: BURRIDGE1.mp3
Private Futures TRADER:
UK
Born: 1948
Years in the Market:
Method of Trading: Technical, System

6

It was obvious from early on that Adrian was different.
With his incredible ability to observe and apply
mathematical logic to the market, Adrian is a rare
animal. He makes up his own systems. However, like
many creative people, he has had to grapple with
discipline in the market and he has devised a series of
rules and practices that should be useful to any
trader getting off first base in order to cope with the
reality of dealing in markets.
2. Valery Ann Moore 1h
Files: VALMOORE1.MP3 & VALMOORE2.MP3
Private futures TRADER & Spredbetter: UK
Born: early 1950's Years in the Market:
6
Method of Trading:
Technical, System &
Discretionary
Val trained at the same time as Adrian. She has the
amazing and rare gift of being able to blend a system
with her own discretionary approach, making her a
successful private trader. She has put her finger right
on the money (excuse the pun!) when it comes to men
and trading - at least some men. Well worth a listen!
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A family affair
Adrian Burridge’s trading systems
brought profits to his friends but
not him – until he teamed up with
his son. Larry Levy reports on a
generation gap with a gold seam

A

qualified civil engineer and
mathematician, Adrian Burridge
spent the best part of the past
three decades working on major
construction projects, frequently as site
manager. His engineering and maths
background furnished him with structure and
logic skills that would come in handy in his
future career developing and executing
trading systems.
After attending a course on trading in 1998,
Adrian banged his head against a wall for the
next 18 months trying to implement what
he’d been taught – to little avail. But casting a
wider net, he read all the trading books he
could get his hands on and gradually began to
formulate his own ideas.
He realised his trading systems worked
rather well as other trader friends borrowed
and prospered using the techniques he had
developed. But his problem was that he had
difficulty following his own trading signals.
Often he would try to second guess his own
systems, refusing to pull the trigger when the
moment came to trade, only to sit and watch
as the position ran nicely into profit: an
experience many traders know to be
extremely frustrating. After a number of years
of mixed success, Adrian chanced upon an
interesting solution.
Adrian’s eldest son, 30-year-old Richard, had
worked with him on the planning and
implementation of underfloor heating
contracts and was keen to join his dad in his
new venture. They began trading together.
Today Adrian, ever the systems designer, sits
and develops new systems, while Richard
pulls the trigger and executes the trades.
‘I have almost exclusively traded DAX
futures for the past six years,’ says Adrian.
‘However, the systems that have worked for
me in the past no longer work today, as the
market has changed. I tend now to use a breakout system, a form of envelope trading.’
An example of this system might involve

choosing an average, say a
15-bar exponential moving
average (EMA) on a fiveminute chart. An envelope
is created around that
average, say 0.18%. A sell
signal is generated when
the price goes through the

Like father…: Adrian Burridge (left) and son Richard

He realised his trading
systems worked rather
well as other trader
friends borrowed and
prospered using the
techniques he had
developed
high point of the bottom of the envelope and
a buy signal when the price moves through
the low point of the top of the envelope.
Traders can experiment with these parameters
to suit themselves.
‘Personally, I combine this system with a
trend direction indicator to pick the best
trades. Some trades are excluded. Given the
current market volatility and this system, one
would not attempt to take out more than onethird of the average daily range from any trade.
At the moment this amounts to a maximum
of 15 points, sometimes less, depending on
price action.’
He has a few more rules: ‘Operate a tight
stop rule at all times. Don’t trade between
11:30 and 14:30 or after 17:00 UK time. Do not
trade on Friday unless there have been two
poor days in the week.
‘This system generally trades two to three

times per day. Log the results in real time for a
few weeks before trading the system.
‘If you want to trade on a longer-term basis,
here is a very simple system: wait for the
seven-period EMA to cross the three-period
EMA. When the three-period EMA is on top go
long, and if the seven-period EMA is on top go
short.
‘You may wish to use the envelope method
to time your entries. Check this on your daily
charts (or even weekly charts) on almost any
instrument. Currently, I use eSignal for my
charting and real-time data.
‘Bear in mind that nothing works all the
time and the past is not necessarily indicative
of the future. This system works for me
personally but everyone must pick a system
they are comfortable with and what works for
one person well may not suit the
temperament of another.’
Adrian believes setting aside a fair amount
of capital and time is necessary to become a
successful trader. ‘Anyone entering the world
of trading should be warned that this is no
different in terms of time to studying to be a
doctor or an architect.
‘Three to five years should be set aside for
learning. There is also a big financial
commitment to take into account as you test
your ideas in the market.’
Happily married for more than 30 years to
Glynis, Adrian lives in a house he built in the
countryside outside Holmfirth, West
Yorkshire – ‘spring and summer wine country’
– where he frequently likes to cook and
entertain. ■
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DAX the
way to do it
Valery Ann Moore bounced back from a car
accident to trade the German market. Larry
Levy speaks to her about highs, lows and
coming out on top

I

t’s strange what brings people to
trading. For Val Moore it was a car
accident that left her recuperating
in London’s Royal Masonic
Hospital and wondering what to do next.
She happened across an article in a Sunday
newspaper in early 1998 about a trader who
was apparently training people successfully to
become traders themselves. Later, having
spent several thousand pounds on a course
and software, she realised that what she had
been taught was little more than theory. ‘It
was like having a history of a motor car but
nobody teaching you how to drive it,’ recalls
Val. After that she developed her own
individual, practical style.

The trend is your friend
Nowadays, Val trades only one market – the
German DAX index – either through an online
futures account with GNI, which provides her
with one-click access into the exchange
computer, or through a spread betting
account.
Using for example, a 23-minute chart with a
13 and 7 exponential moving average crossover
to obtain her entry points, Val stresses that she
will only trade in the direction of the mediumterm trend. To determine trend direction on
the DAX, she will use a longer moving average
(like an 80 period) and not trade against the
direction of that average.
As the DAX is often influenced by the
direction of the American S&P 500 index – the
‘big daddy of indices’ – trades will also only be
taken in the direction of this US index.
Generally, she will look for at least 20 points in
a trade, seeking or searching for palpable,
previous support and resistance points in
order to set her target. ‘You’ll never buy at the
bottom or sell at the top,’ says Val, adding, ‘It’s
the chunky bit in the middle that I like.’
‘Trading is all about consistency,’ she says.
‘Mentally you need to feel you come out of 80%
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of trades in a win situation.
Consistency is far more
important than going for
big wins, especially since
markets like the DAX now
trade at lower levels and
are less volatile today
compared with a few years
ago.’
She likens the process of
trading to that of a sausage
machine. In other words
a rather monotonous
process in which signals
and
trades
go
in
consistently and results
come out.
Using multiple lots, Val
employs a simple technique to lock in profit.
For example, she may go long four DAX
futures at 3811. She might then close one lot at
say 3821 and two at 3823, locking in her profit
on three of the four lots and leaving the final
contract to run in the event of a big move up.
Should she perceive a trade is going against
her she will close all contracts immediately,
maintaining a strict 20-point stop loss.

‘Mentally you need to feel you
come out of 80% of trades in
a win situation. Consistency is
far more important than going
for big wins’

Spread-betting – way to go
Val has less than fond memories of brokers:
‘You could tell from their attitude. They were
sort of thinking: “Hah, for goodness sake – go
back to your knitting.”’
On the other hand, she adds, ‘I definitely
think spread-betting is the way to go. They
(the spread-betting firms) can be very good
and supportive and they do have these little
training things, especially at the beginning
where you can trade for £1 a point.’
She makes no bones about women’s
potential as traders, where she thinks they
have a winning edge. Men too often try to
over-complicate things, frequently shrouding
their trading in mystery – ‘You’ve got to take

trading down to its most elemental and
simplistic form.’

Persistence and pain
Val was born in Wimbledon in 1952. Her
parents became publicans, and she grew up in
and around The Queen’s Arms in the
Caledonian Road. She was married in 1971 and
has worked for various insurance brokers and
a printing company. At 36, she was in a car
accident and became partially disabled until
corrective surgery.
With her gusty good looks, bushy blonde
hair and bright emerald-blue eyes, it’s hard to
believe Val, who was recently widowed, has
enjoyed anything but the good life. But this
lifestyle has been won at the altar of hard
work, persistence and pain.
These days, she enjoys frequent holidays
in Mallorca and occasionally runs a tennis
camp there for children from the UK. Until
recently, she could be spotted around
Guildford in her sporty red Mercedes SLK
Convertible but now has her eye on a racinggreen Aston Vantage. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK CD.
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Alex Benjamin:
trading places
Keeping on his financial toes
has kept this dedicated
trader on the move at
regular intervals during his
career. He tells Larry Levy
about the City, working
online and the future of
capitalism

C

apital flows through the veins of
Alex Benjamin. Not many of us
have traded billions for major
banks where profits and losses
can regularly run into the tens of millions.
With his early training, degree in economics,
top-end professional broking experience,
multinational upbringing and fluency in
French, Benjamin has a rare level of insight
into the trading world.
Benjamin was born in London in the early
1950s, the son of an ‘old-fashioned merchant
banker’ involved in financing import-export as
the colonial era was drawing to a close. He
recalls sitting on his dad’s knee at the age of
five ‘reading the FT with father’, and he would
often tell people: ‘One day I’m going to be a
stockbroker.’ After attending boarding school
at Wellington College, Berkshire (as it was the
closest to Heathrow, jokes Alex) he went on to
study economics and statistics at the
Sorbonne.

Off the street
One day in 1975 he walked into an Alfred Marks
Employment Agency in Cheapside and left
with a job trading eurobonds for Grieveson,
Grant & Co. Benjamin spent the next 29 years
dealing for major names in the securities
industry. He held senior dealing positions at
firms such as Cantor Fitzgerald, Banque
Nationale de Paris (BNP), PrivatBanken of
Denmark, Chemical Bank (Frankfurt office),
Cargill (the world’s largest privately held
commodities firm) and more recently as a
senior dealer at Tradition, Europe’s largest
brokerage and the owners of spread-betting
company TradIndex.
During our first interview last year, he was
constantly being interrupted by other traders
calling him for strategy directives. ‘Push the

Benjamin: son of an ‘old-fashioned merchant banker’

market to this, wait for resistance at 38%, then
take it out,’ he barked flawlessly and without
any hesitation. After all, here is a man who has
served at the sharp edge of dealing and trading
for most of his life. Benjamin even tried his
hand as a floor trader in Chicago in 1991 but
admits he preferred to be upstairs ‘barking out
orders’.

From Square Mile to home screen
He has since left the City. Now he is online
and available 20 hours a day, trading FX and
Index futures as well as advising and
mentoring other traders via his website,
tradingclinic.com.

‘Something that takes
place in three seconds
today took several
months in the 1960s.
Then it was all about
buying low and selling
high.’
Benjamin reflects on how the market has
changed: ‘Something that takes place in three
seconds today took several months in the
1960s. Then it was all about buying low and
selling high. By the 1980s it had became a
market based on breakouts and momentum
and in the 1990s buying and holding was the
theme. Now it’s all about momentum and
investment trading, as well as commodities.
People don’t really care what it is they are
trading. They are just looking at volatility,

with institutions moving vast capital around.’
He is a firm follower of many of the beliefs
of market analyst, thinker and trader Pete
Steidlmayer, famous for his market profile
style of charting. Benjamin argues that these
days ‘value changes as volume moves in’ and
capital is simply looking for the next vehicle.
Benjamin has two daughters, Lucia and
Tara, having been married twice. He laments:
‘Unfortunately, the financial world destroys
relationships. You have to work such long
hours and with such intensity that you don’t
have time for anything else. You are the most
extraordinarily selfish person.’
He currently lives in the Kent market town
of Tonbridge but he sees a possible future in
the US one day. Activity-wise, he skis, with
Chamonix his favourite resort.
As a man who spent many years in the City,
Benjamin takes a dim view of the pension
fund industry, describing its performance as
scandalous. ‘I would fire every single fund
manager out there because their performance
has been practically fraudulent. Here the herd
moves together because of the overbearing
rules and regulations. People should have
made around 500% in the 1990s.’
These days, he says, there is ‘a massive
breed of new entrepreneurs who are using
their wits against the big investment boys…
some of these individuals are practically
institutions.
‘There is an infinite supply of these kind of
people. Why shouldn’t the whole world
eventually become virtual traders?’ But then
he reflects: ‘With everyone trading, eventually
capitalism will collapse under its own weight.
There is no question about that.’ So maybe
not such a good idea at that.

n

EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM INTERVIEW ON THE
TRADERSPEAK.COM 2 CD SET

05 May 2005
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3. Alex Benjamin 1 ½ hr
Files: ALEX1.mp3 & ALEX2.mp3
Born: 1954 Years in the Market: 28
Private/Floor/Institutional & Bank TRADER: BROKER:
Alex Benjamin: UK, FRANCE
Method of Trading:
Various

Alex’s ambition to be a stockbroker began at the
tender age of five. In the markets since the mid 70's, it
is clear that this man has a great level of experience,
ability and aptitude under his belt. Alex works in one
of Europe's largest brokerages and is a key dealer. As
the interview progresses you will experience the
consummate professional at work while he breaks off
the conversation to issue orders and strategies on
markets to other traders who are executing them on
his behalf - and in more than one language. Listening to
Alex juggle this while conducting a fascinating
interview on different aspects of trading makes one
appreciate the level of skill that he brings to the
table.
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Old world order
As a former floor-trading specialist,
Chris Antonio has learned some
valuable lessons about the markets.
Larry Levy taps his knowledge

T

he halls of the old Pacific Coast
Stock Exchange building in
downtown San Francisco stand
silent now, a testimony to a time
that has given way to computers and brought
to an end the era of a man standing at his
trading post, making prices, writing out trades
on a ticket and inserting that ticket into an
analogue time stamp machine.
Describing himself as ‘nerdy,’ Chris Antonio
is a classic Californian. Softly spoken, he first
became interested in markets while at the
University of California, Davis, while majoring
in biology. On weekends, he would often go
up to Tahoe to gamble and became a
proficient ‘card counter’ at the blackjack
tables. A professor at Davis encouraged the
young Antonio to look for and exploit
inefficiencies in markets in order to gain an
edge. ‘I was more turned on to that than the
biology,’ he admits.
Two years later, in 1985, Antonio landed a
position-keeping job for a mom and pop firm
on the San Francisco floor. Then he became an
assistant floor specialist, working for Merrill
Lynch, the world’s largest stockbroker,
handling trades on Compaq Computer stock.

Panic and denial
On Black Monday, during the 1987 crash, he
kept the book neutral for the firm as other
traders became stubborn and took on long
positions. He remembers the sense of sheer
panic and denial and how, on the Tuesday
morning, the world’s greatest stock market
ground to a virtual stop as ‘some issues were
simply halted’. Finally, he says, ‘a bid
appeared in the futures and the market
slowly started to drift up,’ restarting the
engine of the capitalist world.
Next, Antonio became a specialist for
another large broker, Paine Webber, and in
1992 he ‘went upstairs’ to make markets on
the newly formed, all-electronic Cincinnati
Stock Exchange.
Finally, in 1995 Chris became independent
and started his own broker dealer and has
been managing his and clients’ money
successfully, never having had a down year.
These days, he shares a small office with a
team of former floor traders near his home in

The old Pacific Coast Stock Exchange building
where Chris Antonio (left) cut his trading teeth

Sausalito, a scenic coastal town near the
Golden Gate Bridge north of San Francisco.
What Antonio gleaned on the floor
regarding how markets work in reality would
prove invaluable in his future career as a
screen-based private trader.

Not really one for backtesting, Antonio likes to
try his ideas out on a live
market. He loves
volatility – thriving on
panic in the markets.
As a specialist, occupying a unique position
in being able to view the limit orders above
and stop orders below the price their stock is
trading at, Antonio gained ‘an intimate
knowledge of the supply-demand equation’.
What he does refute is the theory that such
specialists are all powerful and set the tone for
the market, implying that the institutions and
those off the floor with big money often have
greater impact than the market maker or
specialist.

Price control
However, in sensing the order flow, the
specialist and market maker will often take
short-term positions and can exact a ‘fair
amount of control’ in moving the price.
‘As an example, a stock that is trading, say,
at $48 may have a large block sell limit order
at $50,’ explains Antonio. ‘The specialist

knows that should buyers enter the stock, he
can begin shorting with relative impunity near
his $50 limit book. His belief is that should
buying interest subside, he will be able to
cover his short at more favourable prices; if
buying continues, he can purchase the stock
in his book for a small loss.
‘This knowledge of the short-term buying
and selling interest in the stocks in which
he specializes presents the specialist with
excellent risk-reward opportunities.’
These days, Chris still watches the ticker
and the block trades in certain stocks. He
maintains daily charts of over 300 liquid stocks
and when they pass certain scanning criteria,
he takes a closer look.

Philosophy
Not really one for back-testing, Antonio likes
to try his ideas out on a live market. He loves
volatility – thriving on panic in the markets.
For Antonio – and many traders – the most
dangerous period in a market is when it’s not
doing anything. Though he might use the
‘odd momentum indicator’, he generally
steers clear of normal technical indicators,
preferring to concentrate on price action,
volume and order flow to tell him where a
market is headed.
Some of Antonio’s keys to trading success
include ‘playing good defence’, an overall
sense of humility, a low tolerance for loss and
constantly adapting his trading to changing
market conditions.

Lifestyle
Now 45, Chris has two sons and a dog called
Toby. He drives a Toyota 4x4 pickup and
marvels at the fact that the market has
afforded him a healthy, happy and
comfortable lifestyle. He enjoys skiing,
wakeboarding, rowing and spending time
with his two boys – as well as testing his next
theory on a live market. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK CD
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4. Chris Antonio 2 ¼ hr
Files: ANTONIO1.mp3, ANTONIO2.mp3 & ANTONIO3.mp3
Floor TRADER, Private TRADER, BROKER: USA
Born 1959
Years in the Market: 19
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Equities, Options, Futures
At college, Chris became interested in the markets and
started on the Pacific Stock Exchange San Francisco
floor. Chris always "looks for inefficiencies". In his
seven years on the PSE floor Chris went from order
entry clerk to Market Maker, and he describes the
mechanics of order processing and how orders were
handled and routed on this floor, where voices once
rang out in open outcry. The Pacific Stock Exchange
has since closed its doors. Chris describes the PSE
floor during the 1987 crash, and how he and others
reacted. How "quiete" the floor became and how by
Tuesday morning the stock exchanges in the worlds
largest economy had effectively crashed to a halt and
how, at last, "bids" began to appear again on the tape as
the markets were jump-started back into action.
Learn how the mechanics of market making worked on
the PSE. He described how the market worked then and
how it works now. In 1996, Chris set up his own broker
dealer, even though he mainly trades for himself. He
describes how he combines techniques with the use of
intuition to decide which technical tools to use. He
relates some of the tricks and techniques used.
Chris describes how he tailors his trading and options
strategies to different market conditions. Chris is a
"buddy trader". He trades with a small group of
associate traders and prefers this to sitting alone and
trading.
"Everything is always evolving and is oozing toward
greater and greater efficiency. So a lot of the
inefficiencies and ways we played in the market years
ago simply don't exist anymore"
"I rely (now) mostly on chart formations and just price
and volume primarily with an oscillator here or there
... "

"Over time the tools become dull and they stop working
very well ... Even back in my floor days I could see a
lot of the old timers becoming grumpier and grumpier
because their old edges were disappearing."
Extract from the internet:
It's the Final Bell for the Pacific Exchange
Pacific Stock Exchange-Los Angeles
05/25/01- The once-bustling trading floor, which began
as the Los Angeles Oil Exchange, officially closed its
Beaudry Avenue location west of downtown at 1:30 p.m.
A group of people counted down as the final moments
came.
"The sentimental side of me is very sorry to see the
floor go away," Dale Carlson, a spokesperson who has
been at the exchange for 14 years, told a local
newspaper.
"But there's little value in sentiment in this industry in
this age. Most, if not all, stock-trading floors are
going to disappear."
In the early 20th century, there were more than two
dozen U.S. stock exchanges. Today -- in an era when
trading in cyberspace is making bricks-and- mortar
stock exchanges less and less relevant -- there are
seven.

5. Melissa Arden 49 mins
Files: ARDEN1.mp3
Floor /Institutional TRADER, BROKER, Exchange Rep:
AUSTRALIA
Born:
1964
Years in the Market: 19
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Stocks, Options
Melissa was born in Cheshire in Northern England but
moved to Australia at a young age. At 20 years old she
started work in Sydney for Bain and Company, a
prominent Australian stockbroker. After joining the
options team at Jardine Fleming and starting to trade
successfully for her own personal account, she
became an options market maker on the options floor
of the Australian Stock Exchange. Melissa speaks
clearly and wisely about the psychology and approach
necessary to be successful in trading, and how to
deter success from going to the head. She also speaks
about the transformation to electronic markets in
Australia, as well as options strategies and the
workings of an options market maker, including her "get
on with it" approach to life in general and the
challenge of dealing in a male dominated environment.
On the options floor she was one of three "girls"
amongst 150 men. She believes being a woman in the
male dealing environment is an advantage. Melissa's pro
positive approach to life serves as an inspiration to us
all. Many pearls of wisdom are revealed throughout
the length of this fascinating 48-minute interview.
After doing options, she worked on the Sydney Futures
Exchange for UBS. And now she actually works for the
Aussie Stock Exchange itself. Interesting and
informative listening.
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Battle of
Britain
Mike Battle, the crocodile
trader, earned his
nickname from his highly
successful business
approach. Larry Levy talks
to him about hunting in the
financial jungle

B

attle commences at 7am, an hour
before the European markets
open. ‘I check off and write down
the technical particulars of each
thing I’m interested in,’ he says. Dubbed by a
long-standing City buff as ‘Britain’s Best
Trader’, Battle left school at the age of 17 to
join stockbrokers W. Greenwell & Company.
He was promoted to the title of floor dealer
about a year before the London Stock
Exchange closed its floor in October 1986. He
recalls the newly computerised post-Big Bang
market as being ‘like the Wild West’. ‘There
were more job positions than people qualified
to take them at that point. One minute you
were a floor dealer and the next day they just
said “you’re now a (screenbased) market maker in these
10 stocks – away you go… sink
or swim”.’
Soon Battle was managing
a deal book worth millions
and his salary was up twelvefold in just under a year. All
this on one of the world’s
great exchanges atop the
crest of a wave of a resurgent
bull market. Britain and
Thatcherite capitalism had created an
atmosphere that may never be repeated.
Battle moved on to the Security Pacific Bank
where he managed markets in three stock
sectors. Aged 22, he was promoted to assistant
director at the bank. But despite his success,
his heart was in personal trading.
Starting in 1988, Battle began trading
futures, at first from a brokerage and a clearing
house before deciding it would be easier to
work from home. Though he has never had a
losing year, in the early years he struggled to
establish his roadmap to success.
Fast forward to 2004 and BattleMike (as he

has been called) is a very successful private
futures trader who also runs a futures fund.
He looks to return between 200% and 400% a
year speculating for his own account. For his
futures fund, he takes a rather more
conservative approach.

Strategy
Battle’s trading strategy is based on
consistently exploiting the probability biases
he identifies through his comprehensive,
highly technical approach. ‘The emotional
trader within all of us is trying to do the wrong
thing nearly all the time. You’ve got to trust
the probability bias,’ he says.
He uses various moving
averages,
day
ranges,
momentum and market
profile.
He stresses the importance
of trading the ‘sample size’
and ignoring the emotional
effect of individual profits
and losses.
‘A trader works in a similar
way to a craftsman,’ explains
Battle. ‘He needs his tool bag to first organise
the raw material (market information) into a
format he can work with. The trader then uses
this database as a representation of the whole,
ignoring other potentially valid information
while working with this data to locate
probability biases. That’s all he can do. He
doesn’t seek to solve the market as such.’
Currently he trades mainly the DAX but also
takes positions in the EuroStox, Dow, S&P,
NASDAQ and FTSE futures. However, he
yearns to encompass a more dynamic trading
focus and to incorporate more markets, ‘going
where the action is’.

‘Approach
the market
psychopathically,
stalking the
trade’
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Crocodile trading
Mike urges traders to ‘approach the market
psychopathically, stalking the trade’, to wait
and to keep waiting as long as it takes for a
good trade set-up to come along. Like a
crocodile waiting in a water pool for a deer, but
not just any deer: the croc waits for ‘a baby
deer with a bad leg before he makes his
move… metaphorically trading is the same’.
Battle emphasises the following points:
■ ‘Most of the time I find that trying to listen
to other people’s opinions is more confusing
than helpful, however credible the source.’
■ Cut losing trades.
■ If things start going consistently wrong
‘past the sample size’, a) steadily reduce
trading size and b) break the system into its
component parts determining exactly where
techniques are going wrong, or where the
strategy is flawed.
■ Be clear why you are going into trading. It
should be only to trade effectively – not for
excitement.
■ Work out the type of risk profile you want to
adopt and keep to it.
■ Don’t be too hard on yourself. But do be
realistic. Are you able to actually do this job?
Do you have the right personality?
■ Take full responsibility for everything.
Bromley-based Battle only trades the
European time zone because, as he puts it,
‘you’ve got to have a life… it’s part of the
balance of trading to do other things as well’.
Happily married to Alison, they have four
boys between six and 11. He drives a Seat
Alhambra ‘people’s wagon’, as well as a Golf
GTI; enjoys the odd pint, works out regularly
and runs Keston Boys’ Football Club undernines soccer team. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM TRADERSPEAK CD

6. Mike Battle 1 ¾ hr
Files: BATTLE1.mp3, BATTLE2.mp3, BATTLE3.mp3
Floor/ Upstairs BROKER, Private /Pro /Floor TRADER
UK
Born: 1965
Years in the Market: 22
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Stocks, Options

Mike Battle was dubbed by a fellow in the
market as "Britains Best Trader".
He made a calculated decision to get into the City and
decided not to return to school to take his "A" levels.
As a result he witnessed the end of the London Stock
Exchange floor and, at a young age, was thrust in as a
market maker with a book worth millions. Promotion
came quickly for Mike as London moved from floor to
electronic market in one of the biggest market
changeovers in history. Mike tells the story of his
career in the City as only a true- blood like Mike
Battle can.
The second half of the interview deals with practical
trading advice as well as clear insights into the
techniques that put Mike into the 'supertrader' league
including details of his multilayered money management
strategy.
Hearing Battle speak about trading is truly to hear
the mind of the consummate, driven professional at
work. Low ego. On the job. No messing about. Battle
does Battle in the market. Take no prisoners. Well
done Mike.

7. George White (name changed) 14 mins
Files: WHITE1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born: 1947
Years in the Market: 5
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
White has kept "very much to simplicity". He trades a
handful of stock index futures and gives a sobering
view of the industry and of trading. George describes
how "people are given the wrong impression or the
wrong information right from the very very start".
George has clearly spent some time at the school of
hard knocks and has a cautious, if not a pessimistic,
view of trading - which is not uncommon in our time
given the amount of mediocre, or worse, advice, training
and software doing the rounds at ridiculous pricing.
8. Peter Steidlmayer 1h 8mins
Files: STEIDLMAYER1.mp3
Floor TRADER: USA
Born: 1930's
Years in the Market: 40+
Method of Trading: Technical
- Something & somewhere new
Main Instruments:
Commodity Futures
"Opportunity is evolving to a different model"
With over forty years of floor trading behind him and,
without doubt, one of the great influences on the way
we think about markets today, Peter Steidlmayer
scopes out the state he thinks markets are evolving
towards and how to trade this.
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The quiet
American
Gerry Celaya is an American
with a taste for the Scottish
Highlands who remains
down-to-earth, despite a
successful trading a career.
Larry Levy finds out more

I

n the world of technical analysis,
Gerald Celaya is the quiet
American carrying the big stick.
An impressive speaker, Gerry is
the man that the likes of American Express
Bank or Bank of America send out to visit
their better clients and convey the right
corporate image of expert and intelligent
analysis.
This comes packaged with Celaya’s relaxed
and disarmingly down-to-earth charm. A
regular on television, he currently works at
his own global 24-hour research ‘boutique’,
called Redtower Research, from a farmhouse
in Scotland.
Celaya was born to a Mexican mother and a
father of Basque descent in San Diego,
California in late 1964. He remembers a happy
childhood travelling around Africa, Latin
America and the Middle East while his father
was busy working on various construction
projects. At high school he asserts the two
most useful courses he took were economics
and typing.
It only really occurred to him that he was
an American when he went to the University
of California, San Diego, where he majored
in computer science but also took a course
in economics. The economics would
ultimately prove more useful for Gerry, as he
recalls ‘I couldn’t program my way out of a
paper bag!’.

Major breakthrough
A friend’s father was heavily into trading
commodities and the young Celaya was
fascinated by this world of charts and money.
He tried without success to land a job as an
economist and so, undeterred, went back to
university and majored in economics at
California State in San Francisco.
His big break came in the form of a job offer
from Money Market Services (MMS) in 1986.
MMS (now part of Informa) was a California
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start-up that had grown from a garage near
Redwood City in 1977 to set the world standard
on analytical advice to dealers. The firm’s
frequent technical and economic reports on
dealer systems such as Telerate, Reuters and
Bloomberg (before the advent of the internet)
gave much-needed intraday technical input for
dealers on bonds, currencies and other
markets.

London calling
In 1989 Celaya was posted to London to help
start MMS’s European bond research product.
Not long afterward, he was promoted to the
position of head of technical analysis in
Europe, working from early morning at the
MMS office at 135 Piccadilly. He recalls, ‘Every
year a mass of cannons would be let off across
the park to celebrate the Queen Mother’s
birthday and that was an eye opener’.
After almost nine years at MMS and entering
his thirties, Celaya moved on to the Bank of
America. Now he was not just proffering
advice, he was also trading in one of the nerve
centres of one of the world’s major banks, with
billions at its disposal. Moving between the
different trading groups, Gerry was able to
positively influence strategic trading at the
bank. The research team’s goal was to have the
research for the day written, photocopied and
sitting on 400-plus desks before 7am so
Celaya’s team could get on with trading their
own book.
After two years, Gerry accepted a job offer
from American Express Bank. This was a
radically different experience as the personal

touch really counted with private clients
compared with the more corporate
atmosphere at BofA.
But after 20 years of waking up at 5am, often
combined with nights out with colleagues and
clients in big cities around the world, Gerry felt
it was time for a change. He bought a farm in
Scotland, which he adores, and joined a
bespoke research outfit, Redtower Research,
catering to banks and brokers. Gerry admits, ‘I
never thought I would be lucky enough to be
able to do this’.

Model user
For his own share trading, Celaya favours the
TeleChart system, which can scan more than
6,000 US stocks and rank them on the users’
own models. He maintains accounts with
most of the spreadbetting companies as well
as a number of equity brokers.
Currently he favours Wilson (WLSN:
NASDAQ),
Water Pik Technologies
(PIK:NYSE) and Pep Boys Manny Moe & Jack
(PBY:NYSE). On a three to six-month outlook,
he is bullish on coffee and the US dollar but
bearish on the FTSE, DAX and S&P/Dow. He is
looking for crude oil to consolidate to slightly
lower levels.
These days, thanks in large part to the
internet, Celaya can enjoy the spectacular
scenery of the Cairngorms, tend to his sheep
(yes, he has a flock), and go hiking for a few
hours in between filing his currency and bond
reports – something you can’t very easily do in
the City of London.
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK.COM CD SET

9. Tony Stein (name
Files: UX1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born:
1952
Years in the Market:
Method of Trading:
Main Instruments:
Equities

changed) 46 mins

18
Technical
Futures, Spreadbetting on

Although he gets off to a slow start, Tony soon warms
up to describe how he trades equities using
spreadbetting and what he calls the classic "cut and
handle" pattern.
10. Gerald Celaya 1 h 51mins
File: CELAYA1.mp3 (1h 15m) & Celaya 2.Mp3 (35 mins)
Professional ANALYST, Institutional/Private TRADER:
USA. UK
Born:
1964
Years in the Market: 18
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Bonds, Forex, Futures and
Stocks
What's it like to have thousands of technical traders
in banks hang on your words every day? Ask Gerry!
Then, after years of being on the line, you are assigned
real millions and a proprietary trading group of your
own by a major American bank. In other words: "do it
yourself now! ".
lastly, ending up with your own research house, writing
for major banks and brokers and just plain ol' trading
for your own account. Gerry's seen it all, been there
and done a good deal of it - from senior analyst at
MMS (Money Market Services) to American Express
Bank, and Chase, as well as meeting clients in
countless banks on different continents. Celaya is
every bit the well rounded professional while retaining
his effervescent modesty and sense of humor.
Celaya2.mp3 (AVAILABLE ON VERSION1.11 AND LATER)
REFERS TO THE BASICS OF FOREX. It was made some
months after the initial interview.

11. Claire Holden (name changed)
Files: CLAIRE1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born: 1965
Years in the Market: 5
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures

22 mins

Having lost existing careers through back injury,
Claire and her friend jointly decided to take up
trading. They trade together intraday, mainly on the
DAX but also on the S&P futures, via electronic
platforms like PATS, spreadbetting companies and via
the telephone.
Claire describes how they went from "the adrenalin
rush" and "fear factor" of early trading to the
development of something better.
12.
Erland Goar
34 mins
Files: ERLAND1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born: 1964
Years in the Market: 5
Mthod of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures

Erland Goar, from Edinburgh, worked for many years in
the back offices of funds and investment houses in
Edinburgh, Scotland. After attending a technical
analysis course in London, he began his own trading
career, which took him from wannabee trader to full
time day trader and finally to part time end of day
trader.
He describes how this works in his favor in
spreadbetting with Deal4Free which is his favored way
of trading.
Goar cut his teeth trading at home from August 2001
onwards, which took him through coping with the
aftermath of September 11th 2001 in the financial
markets. He describes how he adapted his trading from
just "going in" to waiting for "setups" - in other words
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Codd’s gift
He still enjoys a game of football
and a night out with the lads, but
Mark Codd has an instinct for
trading. Larry Levy caught up with
him to reflect on his career so far
and find out what makes him tick

M

ark Codd is a bit of a lad. Born in
Hammersmith and raised in
Beaconsfield, on weekends he can
be found supporting his favourite
football team, Queens Park Rangers, or out on
the town with his mates. After leaving school
at 16, he did Business Studies at Amersham &
Wycombe College before joining the LIFFE
floor in time to experience its last five years
before the futures exchange went electronic.
Starting as a runner for an ‘arb’ trader in the
Bund pit, Codd went on to help arbitrage the
small differentials between the price of the
German Bund as traded on LIFFE, its original
home as a futures contract, and the nascent
Deutsche Terminbörse in Frankfurt, now
known as EUREX. Then, in 1997, the German
banks decided they would no longer trade
Bunds on LIFFE, preferring instead the allelectronic DTB.
Within weeks the Bund contract on LIFFE
had become extinct and the German/Swiss
exchange would in time replace LIFFE as
Europe’s dominant financial futures
exchange. A far cry from the statement of the
chairman of the DTB in its first week of
existence that it was no threat to LIFFE. It
was as a result of this loss of business that
LIFFE itself became an all-electronic
exchange in 1999.

Fight club
Codd remembers the Cannon Street floor as a
fascinating place, with as many as 3,000 people
jostling together every day to trade everything
from Italian bonds to the FTSE. ‘It was like
a giant nightclub, to be honest, a maledominated world. There used to be fights in
the pit. Those who did best were people with
good minds who could trade instinctively and
without thinking.
‘East End barrow boys would often do
better than the public school types. If you
could see some orders coming in, that

was your edge. The
girls, though vastly
outnumbered, gave as
good as they got.
Sometimes they were a
lot better than the men
as they would sit on their
positions.’
After the floor closed,
Codd went on to work for
MacFutures, managing one of the largest
‘arcades’ in the world. This term refers to
trading rooms, often with hundreds of traders
side by side – each with a plethora of electronic
analysis, news and trading tools – dealing away
on the futures markets. He says he likes the new
electronic markets as you stand or fall by your
skill. Down on the old floor it had been possible
to score by being in with the right clique.

Unlucky for some
His ‘unluckiest’ trade, as he puts it, was
while trading for his own account on
Thursday 18 April, 2002, when a plane
ploughed into a high rise in Milan. The
reaction, after 9/11, of another plane going
into a tall building sent the German BOBL
(a government security with a five-year
maturity) vertical – up 70 ticks in just a few
seconds.
Codd was long 300 contracts for this move
(70 ticks x 300 contracts = £210,000 potential
profit), even though his account size allowed
him to trade more than twice that number. As
the market started to realise that this was a
relatively tiny accident with a small light
aircraft and unlikely to be a terrorist attack, he
sensed the top and went on to the offer to try
and sell his position, only to ‘chase it down’.
Each time he put in an offer, the market would
fall further, and he eventually came out with a
profit of just four ticks (£12,000).
While many of the ex-floor traders
couldn’t make it off floor, others went on to

profit and thrive in the new, sterile world of
electronic trading. The arcades are
constantly taking on fresh recruits and
training them up. Codd scans for recruits
who are ‘confident but equally humble’.
After several months of induction and
simulated trading, the recruits are released
to trade live and the success rate is very high.
Many are content to come away with ‘a grand
a day’, he says, while others are ‘taking
£35,000 a day out of the market’.
After trading his own account, Codd found
that he got ‘more of a buzz’ organising
things and also discovered that, although he
was making money, the losing days rather
got to him.

Visit to Vegas
He loves to visit Las Vegas each summer,
enjoying the scene and playing blackjack –
his game of choice. He always takes along a
set amount of cash to lose. His favourite
spot in Vegas is The Venetian, although this
summer he plans to stay at The Wynn –
billed as the newest, hottest and most
glamourous casino on the strip.
Codd has no kids and lives in Amersham,
Bucks, with his partner Naisha and the
family dog, Charlie.
At the moment he is looking to
perhaps trade a futures fund or simply trade
from home – after all those years with
the lads. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK.COM CD
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he has turned into the stalker and hunter n waiting
for the markets to hit a certain price and "setup"
before "going in".
Erland uses a host of free internet sites now for
trading rather than paying for access. He describes
how trading is now a profitable "hobby" and an
"interesting pastime", which is enjoyable rather than
being any longer a thrill.
He is a living example of someone who has modestly
found his place in the trading world - perhaps
something more of us should strive for.
13. Keith D
20 mins
Files: KEITHD1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born: 1943
Years in the Market: 3
Method of Trading:
Speculative
Main Instruments:
UK Index & Stock Options
Classic and somewhat sad story of failure in the
markets, where individuals may speculate their own and
then the money of others on the gamble to make money.
Keith describes his fascinating trip through the
London options markets in the late 1980's as he
traded his money away and eventually stopped trading.
Listen to this story and take note.
14. Mark Codd 21 mins
Files: MCODD1.mp3
Spec/Floor/Arcade TRADER: UK
Born: 1975
Years in the Market:
Method of Trading:
Speculative
Main Instruments:
Futures

10

Witness to the end of floor trading on LIFFE and the
rise of what are known as the "arcades". These are
places around the world where (sometimes) hundreds of
traders sit and trade the futures markets together,
renting desks with all the toys - at premium rates.

Mark describes the days and atmosphere down on the
late LIFFE floor as well as the potential profits and
training offered at an "arcade", where potential
traders are turned into active traders after six
months of rigorous training, including time on a
simulator.
Codd shows a world where private meets professional
and fuses individuals into money-making machines.
15. Sean Downey
4h
Files: SHAUN1.mp3, SHAUN2.mp3, SHAUN3.mp3,
SHAUN4.mp3, SHAUN5.mp3, SHAUN6.mp3
Private TRADER: Commodity BROKER, Analyst, Money
Management - UK & AUSTRALIA
Born: 1964 Years in the Market: 15
Method of Trading:
Technical and Fundamental
Main Instruments:
Futures, Options, Equities

" You don't tell the chart:
the chart tells you"
Sean talks over four fascinating hours.
The following sections are broken into six files that
make up his four hours and give an indication as to
what is on each file:
SHAUN1.mp3
His first year in the markets was spent in the back
office at Rudolf Wolff, perhaps the best known
commodity firm in Britain at the time. From there he
moves on to broking and trading coffee and sugar, as
well as "prop trading" (proprietary trading).
"One of the reasons I got put in the dealing room so
early was because I could handle my drink … A lot of
business was done down the pub …"

"Their idea was to lose money for tax reasons …
(however) I couldn't seem to lose; whatever I did"
"They didn't teach you anything. You sank or swam very
quickly"
Sean describes what it took to survive in a dealing
room. What helped to eradicate the divide between the
"upper classes" and the "east end" and what it takes now
to get into markets.
"Hedge funds definitely seem to remain the old school
tie…"
Sean saw a story relating to the shortage of cotton
due to floods on the Yangtze River in China. This
caused him to get long of soyabeans before the
Chinese even began to buy to fill their shortage. Hear
the full and fascinating story of how Sean made over
20x his money in beans in 2003.
"There are lots of connections to do with different
markets and its important to try and connect those
markets together and be ahead of it ...."
Hear this amazing commodity trader at play.

"What should have gone up, didn't go up
and it must go down. I know it sounds silly!
Major tops and bottoms are invariably
made on those sorts of stories."
Sean describes a break on the cotton market. The why's,
what to watch out for and what to do and what not to
do.
Sean describes his options strategy. He holds seminars
on options strategies and is a former options market
maker ...
On options:
"I never ever sell naked on options - ever .... I trade
those one week to two day (to expiry) options nearly
every week but I use technical analysis ... I would
thoroughly recommend it. There is nothing worse than
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Downey goes up
Shaun Downey has built his career by
following his own ideas – which can happen
to contradict those around him. Larry Levy
talks to a rugged individualist
Shaun Downey likes to get his
motor running on a Yamaha R6

O

n many a morning, just after
7am, you can hear Shaun
Downey’s Yamaha R6 bike roaring
up the Old Kent Road and into the
City of London, where he works for CQG
(Commodity Quote Graphics Inc.) as global
technical analyst. This is a job where technical
analysis meets billions of dollars requiring
more than just an entertaining idea of how
well a moving average works.
While Downey is training money managers
and traders on behalf of CQG, at the same time
– thanks to a photographic memory – he can
be running up to 100 of his own trading
positions in stocks, bonds, commodities and
financials. Given that most of the world’s
derivatives desks use CQG, he gets to train,
trade ideas with and befriend some of the
world’s most influential institutional traders.
When just 16 and having just passed his O
Levels, Downey submitted a number of job
applications in the City and soon found
himself earning an honest living at Rudolf
Wolff, the UK’s top commodities trading
house. The year was 1980 and, after
completing a stint in the back office, young
Shaun was brought into the cut and thrust of
the dealing room to work on the order desk.
‘In those days they didn’t teach you anything,’
he recalls. ‘You sank or swam very quickly.
Beers were served in the dealing room at four
o’ clock and, on a good day, it was champagne
all round.’ How times have changed.
After six years at Rudolf Wolff in which he
went from rookie to head of forex, Downey
moved to Fulton Prebon, a large US money
broker. Given his experience he was
immediately put in charge of sorting out a
back office system which was ‘in crisis’. At one
stage, a bed was moved in to enable him to
work virtually round the clock. Downey
subsequently went on to ‘prop-trade’
thousands of lots of T-bond contracts a day on
behalf of the company.
After this, he spent a few weeks at US
brokerage Dean Witter, which he recalls as ‘the
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At one brokerage,
Downey based an entire
trading strategy on
executing the opposite
trades to the head of
the section, so
consistently wrong was
that person
most horrible, aggressive and nasty place I
have ever worked’. After a chance meeting on
a plane, he ended up managing a fund in
Sydney, Australia, before returning to the UK.
When somewhat tired of the financial world
he turned his hand to plumbing. Next he
became an apprentice private detective – but
soon found that the trading world was much
more appealing after all.

Ahead of the curve
‘I now purposely go to the markets that are the
most volatile. I can’t stand a market that’s
quiet. It just bores me to tears,’ he says. ‘Nearly
all the methodologies I use are my own. I
don’t do technical analysis from a book.’
At one brokerage, Downey based an entire
trading strategy on executing the opposite
trades to the head of the section, so
consistently wrong was that person.

A story about flooding in China that
had sent the price of cotton flying up
caused Downey to suspect that
further down the Yangtse River
the soybean crop would also be
affected. The price of beans had not
yet moved – but he discovered the
Chinese had forward-booked most of
the trans-Pacific freight capacity and
suspected they would need the ships to
import beans from the US.
Downey bought 20 options on soybeans for
around $200 each, selling them two or three
months later at more than $4,000 each. The
soybean price had duly exploded, and though
he used fundamental data to enter the
position he managed the actual trade using
technical indicators.
Downey is very negative on stocks such as
Ford, General Motors, Kodak and McDonalds.
He describes Kodak as ‘terminal’, arguing that
the company has lost its brand name, and sees
GM as effectively bankrupt. ‘China is the driver
of the world now,’ he says, and forecasts a
long-term decline in the dollar.
‘When markets are volatile, I just watch the
bid-ask,’ says Downey. ‘It tells me whether the
market is still going down or up, based on how
the offer price keeps coming in and in and in.’
Downey holds a wide range of classes, from
technical stock, options and commodity
workshops all the way down to the free
seminars he is currently arranging together
with the London Stock Exchange (details
available at www.oasisresearch.co.uk)
He lives modestly in Catford, South East
London with his wife Joanne and two
daughters. ‘I learned that money is not a
passport to happiness necessarily,’ he says.
‘There are more important things, though it’s
nice to have money.’ He likes to take the odd
luxury holiday, though, and enjoyed a recent
stay at the seven-star Burj Al Arab Hotel
in Dubai. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK CD SET
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trying to cover a short options position that's gone
wrong."
Various interesting options strategies are described,
including combining options and futures trades
together to maximize income.
Mental agility and the importance thereof is described
by Sean. For his mind, fast moving markets are a
necessary target. Otherwise it's "boring".
"I actually purposely go to the markets that are the
most volatile ... I tend to move to where the volatility
is ..."
On money:
"I learned that money is not a passport to happiness
necessarily...that there are much more important
things ..."
SHAUN2.mp3
"Nearly all the methodologies I use are my own. I don't
do technical anaysis from a book. Its all my own
theories, my own custom studies, my own patterns ..."
Sean describes that he found someone in his own firm
(head of the Short Sterling desk) who was so
consistently wrong that Sean would consistently make
money from taking the other side of that person's
trades.
The Internet and the Commodity Trader
Sean uses some of the stranger more professional
sites on the net to analyze possible acreage yields on
soybeans.
"Certainly China is a huge example of where they will
not tell you anything till they've covered themselves."
"The powers that be don't want you to know that
information."

SHAUN3.mp3
*
Long term future of the US$ and the rise of the
Euro.
"China is the driver of the world now."
*
Interesting theory on the 1987 stock market
crash.
*
"Kodak is terminal .... Its difficult to see them
turning round."
*
"I'm a big fan of fair value ..."
SHAUN4.mp3
After his stint as a private detective, despatch riding
and setting up a specialist travel agency, Downey
ended up working at Reuters on the Globex project one of the worlds first electronic order routing
systems. He then worked in a specialist role on
Schwartzatron (the Reuters options product), Reuters
Technical Analyst as well as the new versions of
Reuters Terminal and Excel programming. He talks
about his time at Reuters and the company culture, and
how "they were too slow in the late nineties".
Could Reuters be the Kodak of the datafeed world ?
After leaving Reuters he joined CQG (Commodity Quote
Graphics Inc) in 1991. He describes himself in a "pseudo
sales support" role, helping to promote Market Profile
to the CQG customer base.
He describes how "A lot of the analysts are stuck with
the old clichés and ... the real technical analysts tend
to be ... in some of the smaller places where they are
given the opportunity to be more specialist and really
sit down and go through it ..."
The Role of the Computer
Downey describes how he couldn't possibly do his job
and trade as many markets without the central role of
the computer. He describes how the computer is
comprehensively employed. How he trades (what is
prioritized) and how he does not "finesse" his orders.
Sean can have up to 100 separate and concurrent
positions running at one time.

SHAUN5.mp3

"The roadmap....
Sean talks about giving away "secrets" and studies. Do
they affect the market?
Sean describes his actual trading technique: How
analysis is translated into actual trades.
Invaluable tips on placing better trades and the
thinking and trade logic execution process involved.
*
Markets compared: FTSE/Sugar/DAX/EuroStox:
Sector comparisons.
*
Intermarket relationships: some advanced views
and examples.
*

Trade timing. Reversal trader?

16.
Tom Seymour (NAME CHANGED) 1h
Files: TOMS1.mp3 & TOMS2.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born: 1960
Years in the Market:
6
Method of Trading:
Speculative, Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Warrants
His mum says he has “the gambling disease”. Tom was a
journalist at one of Britain’s leading newspapers, and
decided to give this up in favour of trading markets. He
describes the battle of emotion over reason and of
learning the discipline.
“Very often, I held onto a trade when I knew perfectly
well I should not.”
“Some of the more significant losses were turning
points, because they demonstrated the truth of what I
was reading.”

Time Frame and Risk
*
Linking time frame to your risk profile. Fixing
Volume & Risk.
*
Taking emotional attachment out of the trading
decision.
*
How a day trade can become a "strategic trade".
Dollar / Yen example of how an intraday signal
developed into a weekly.
" You don't tell the chart: the chart tells you"
What do people "in the know", know early?
From recent electrical blackouts to the Budesbank,
Sean highlights how "there's always a leak". Often
there are clues in the charts!
The role of VOLUME. Sean gives multiple examples.
Several intriguing uses of volume information are
highlighted.
How does Sean place orders and why he DOES NOT use
electronic order routing!

"I will freely give away my methods"
He describes his personal analytical market methods,
which lead to his trading.
His views on why "Fibonacci doesn't work anymore".
Which markets still work.
Which indicators he uses.
Details on this file include the importance of long-term
intraday data. Examples given.
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Ace of diamonds
Market veteran Richard Diamond has
traded for over 40 years. He talks to
Larry Levy about learning the hard
way to survive and thrive

T

here are perhaps few traders in the
world who have been in the
market daily since 1960 and
probably even fewer who are
quietly as well-known and loved as Richard
Diamond.
Born in1936 in New York City, Richard grew
up in the borough of Queens. He trained in the
Marine Corps at Paris Island in 1959 and
subsequently joined the Active Reserves.
One day the young Diamond sat down and
engaged in a ‘serious talk with dad’, who
owned seats on the New York Stock Exchange
and the American Stock Exchange (AMEX).
Not long after, he decided to join his father on
the AMEX clearing trades in what is termed
‘two-dollar business’.
After five years, Richard departed the floor
to trade his own account. He regards this as a
milestone: the start of his real trading career.
From 1965 to 1978, he ran his own trading
operation and cleared through Purcell Graham
& Company. Like most traders before him, the
initial years were spent learning the hard way.
But it was during this intense period that he
formulated the basic risk-management
principles that have enabled him to survive
and thrive over the past four decades.
In the early 1980s, Diamond traded out of
the Spear, Leeds & Kellogg office in Greenwich,
Connecticut, after which he started trading
from his home in Brookville, Long Island.
Seven years ago he moved to the warm and
scenic Vero Beach area in Florida, where he has
been operating ever since.

of markets from
relative obscurity into
the daily financial market
place.
At Prechter’s behest,
Diamond began offering
trading courses. From 1986
to 1988 he trained more
than 200 people. After this
he returned to trading fulltime but recently started
holding occasional courses again at the Disney
resort near his home in Vero.

Market Mentor

Diamond’s particular system takes an
activity that is ‘inherently very, very
speculative’ and converts it into something
that is ‘fairly conservative,’ notes his former
student Jerry Solin.
Another ex-student, Chris Antonio, says,
‘What Diamond imparts that differs so
markedly from other teachers is his precise
and multi-layered approach to quantifying
risk. Basically, Diamond educates his students
in the art of playing good defence.’
According to stockbroker and money

Over the past 40 years, Dick Diamond has
traded extensively in stocks, options and
futures. Currently he trades index-related
issues, such as S&P 500 e-mini futures.
In 1979 he ‘mentored’ the young Bob
Prechter, who traded alongside him for a year
dealing mainly in options. Prechter went on to
win the options division of the US Trading
Championship and published his well-known
book The Elliott Wave Principle (Frost & Prechter).
This book transported the Elliott Wave Theory

The commandments of trading
‘I call one group the eagles and one group the
turkeys,’ says Diamond. ‘The thing that
separates those who will succeed in trading
and those who will fail is emotional discipline.
‘Without this discipline it’s only a question
of when you are going to fail. Having the best
technical indicators and software with the
finest technology will not provide the answer
without emotional discipline.’

‘The thing that separates
those who will succeed
in trading and those who
will fail is emotional
discipline.’

Winning hand: Trading
veteran Richard Diamond

manager Charles Neuhaus, who attended a
Diamond course during the week preceding
the 1987 market crash, his risk management
process is divided into three sections:
managing the risk in any one trade; evaluating
how well you are trading and learning from
your mistakes. Diamond depicts these and
other tenets he teaches for long-term market
survival as the commandments of trading.
Only after inculcating this does he dig into
his extensive toolbox of diverse market
techniques involving overall trend analysis
and background preparation, implementing
the principles he has taught by trading live
with students.
The core of Diamond’s trading technique
involves using five standard technical
indicators and two drawing tools to give what
he terms ‘the 80/20 set-up’ probability of the
trade being successful. The technique can be
applied to trading in stocks, futures and
options.

Lifestyle
Three generations of Diamond men have now
cut their teeth in the markets, with both
Richard’s sons following him into trading,
working in New York City. Married for over 40
years to Sharie, Richard lives modestly and
keeps fit by walking, jogging and playing golf.
Living on the Florida coastline means living
in the path of the severe hurricanes that come
through the sunshine state. This year turned
out to be particularly severe and the need to
vacate the area appears to be about the only
element likely to come between Diamond and
his trading. ■
2 December 2004
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Tom started with low capital and no knowledge. Soon
he had no capital and more knowledge, and after
borrowing against his house to meet his losses, he
turned his trading on its head.
“These days I look for those moments of market
exhaustion at which the crowd will exit. I look for the
moments where I used to be forced out. I think
technical trading is an exercise in market psychology.”
Some of what he says is, shall we say, unconventional.
“Intraday, I don’t use a dollar stop.”
Tom describes his stop system. Some would find it
difficult to trade, “money management wise”, in the way
Tom describes in the interview. Make up your own mind:
Is it lunacy or is there sense in this?
“I break rules in some ways. So I do believe it is
possible to pick tops and bottoms, which is an arrogant
belief. And I’ve never been very interested in trend
following.”
“Learning to trade for me has been an exercise in
learning to control risk.”
17. Richard Diamond 23 mins
Files: DD1.mp3, DD2.mp3 & DD3.mp3
Private Trader & Market Mentor: USA
Born: 1936 Years in Market:
44
Method of Trading: Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
Richard was on the NYSE floor from 1960 - 1965,
where his father owned a seat. Since then he has
traded his own account "upstairs". Firstly from the
offices of various brokers, such as Spear, Leads and
Kellogg and latterly from Vero Beach, Florida. Not a
man for long vacations or travel, Diamond has
effectively been in the market since 1965 on his own
account.
One may describe Richard as perhaps the least self
promoting but perhaps best loved "market mentor"

around today. Taking short breaks from his trading, he
has taught classes on and off since the mid eighties.
18. Tom Williams 1 ½ h
Files: TOMWILLIAMS1.mp3, TOMWILLIAMS2.mp3
Born:
1929
Years in the Market: 40+
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Stocks & Futures
The man who brought Wyckoff into the computerized
era and to the UK, was introduced to the markets as a
nurse in California in the 1960's. In the late 1950's he
owned a café in Brighton called 'Whisky Go Go' with the
UK's largest Coca Cola consumption.
A legend in his time, Tom describes how stocks can be
cornered by groups of people working together in a
syndicate and how to read this and other volume and
price information from charts.

19.
Ron Kobler
File: KOBLER1.mp3, KOBLER2.mp3 & KOBLER3.mp3
Scientist and Private Trader: USA
Born: 1949
Years in the Market:
6 (no longer trading)
Method of Trading:
Technical

TOST = The Other Side of the Trade
Ron Kobler is essentially a scientist who decided to go
figure out how markets actually work. After inventing
unique ways to recycle plastics he decided to “recycle”
market data in the late 1980's to see if he could
theorise how the market process operates. The result
was TOST, which was launched in October 1989 at the
FIA show in Chicago. TOST was a satellite based
broadcast system, which sent out supply and demand
data calculated using formulas derived by Kobler to
measure supply and demand.
In the time TOST operated, considerable progress was
made in discerning the difference between figuring out
how markets should behave, given buying and selling
pressure, and the way they actually behaved. The
difference is those taking positions on the other side
of the trade. The TOST system was able to discern this
and add a huge layer of understanding to stock market
dynamics. In his interview Ron gives an insightful view
into the way markets operate in real-time and one can
begin to see how Ron's thinking fits in with that of Pete
Stedlemayer, Tom Williams and other great market
thinkers.
Fascinating insights in to what makes markets really
tick.be
TOST DEMO:
An original TOST demo of screengrabs from the week
before the 1989 crash has been fully reproduced here
in the \tostdemo\ directory. Unfortunately, we could
not make it run in WinXP, so you may need an older
version of Windows or a DOS boot to run the demo.

However, the demo is made up of PCX files, which may be
read into packages such as Paint Shop Pro. However,
this is not the demo. Also, please ignore the phone
number and address on the demo. They date back to the
time it was published. It is preferable to run the demo
using the demorun batch command as this runs the
screen grabs in a similar fashion to the way the actual
live TOST system used to run, using the F1 thru F9
keys.
ADDENDUM on CHINA:
File: KOBLER3.mp3
Ron is back in the plastics recycling business now and
his observations about China relate back to the price
of raw materials and commodities worldwide and
perhaps the future of our earth. These on the ground
observations are well worth a listen, as they fit well
with the predictions of a rise in the prices of raw
materials predicted by others in these interviews.

TraderSpeak
Volume 1, v1.1
Volume 1 cd Two
20. Rob Allen 42mins
Files: ALLEN1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born:
1964
Years in the Market: 5
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
For many years Rob worked for British Telecom (BT). As
an apprentice he had to work on the live LIFFE floor
for BT. Talking to traders on the floor he decided
"there and then" that he wanted to get into trading.
Some years later he developed a simple system for
trading via a spread better and eventually ended up on
a futures trading course. Although he no longer
trades with the methods taught on the course, it gave
him the stimulus to get serious.
After struggling in the futures markets, Robert has
now turned his attention to trading the forex markets.
He uses simple strategies like pattern breakouts and
has erstwhile advice for people who are thinking of
leaving their jobs to trade. as well as the pro's and
cons of different spreadbetting firms and what to do
and what not to do when starting out with limited
capital.
"You understand that systems come and go but you've
got to get your mind right to make money."
"You have a bad day and you think "that's the mortgage I
could have paid off ..."
"Don't tell your wife whether its been a good or a bad
day .... From my experience ... your wife will know anyway
..."
"One day I know that I am going to make a lot of money
at it ..."
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The power
of the mind
Julian Behrman believes psychology plays
a key role in successful trading. Larry Levy
puts him on the couch to test his theory

A

t 28, Julian Behrman was a
self-made millionaire in the
electronics field. Then, after
selling his company Micro X to the
Parkfield Group in 1990 and still barely 30 years
of age, he took up trading full-time. This was
partly to capitalise on the experience he
gained on the foreign exchange side of
import/export and partly due to the influence
of his father, who is a successful technical
futures trader.
Four years and 400 trading books later,
Julian found that he had entered a world of
smoke and mirrors. Having ‘made quite a lot
and lost quite a lot of money trading’, he
discovered that perhaps the biggest challenge
to trading success was not the technique,
market or system he was using but his own
mind.
While trading, he became more and more
interested in the psychology behind it. Finally
he switched tack, entered university and
began studying psychology.
Now 44, Behrman is a chartered
psychologist and trades simply as a part-time
hobby, in far smaller sizes than before. And
he is more consistently profitable. He
also makes the time to lead a balanced
lifestyle: ‘I like to ski, play a bit of squash, and
do a bit of running,’ he says. ‘I read a lot, enjoy
the theatre, going to movies, having a beer,
socializing and travelling.’

Trading technique
‘If you stare at bars going up and down on a
screen, you learn unconsciously as well as
consciously,’ says Behrman. ‘You realise that
you can see when things are going up and
down. But being able to act on that
information is far more difficult.
‘I look at multiple time-scales and I go with
the long-term trend on pullbacks – such as
buying the dips in a bull market or selling the
rallies in a bear market.
‘If you stare at a screen for long enough
and you look at enough patterns, eventually
you’ll get used to when something is
no longer going down or going up
and you start to notice when things are
turning around.

The state of your
mind is affected to an
important degree by
the size of your trade,
says Behrman: ‘It’s
important to trade with
the kind of size that
doesn’t
destabilise
you psychologically –
in other words, an
amount you can easily
win or lose without
being too emotionally
involved.
‘Success depends on how much you’ve got,
how secure you are, how stable your mind is,
or how you feel that morning. These are the
factors that matter. These things cloud your
judgment, alter your perception of reality and
can adversely affect your trading. It’s not

‘…it’s not some factor
external to themselves
that’s causing the
problem. The problem
is always in the trader’s
mind and not in the
market. The markets
simply are.’
technical indicators – it’s the stuff in your
head that does the damage. Your mind can
misinterpret any number of technical
indicators.’

The comfort zone
Behrman feels there’s no magic formula for
private traders to pick up on: ‘There’s no
black box system that works as far as I’m
concerned. I’m not really interested in what
the analysts tell you about their widgets.
‘I aim for psychological comfort – nothing
else. If for any reason I don’t feel right that

day, I won’t trade. Trading led me into
psychology and I am pleased to be doing
something other than the nightmarish
situation of being stuck in front of a screen all
the time.
‘Now I trade to supplement my income to
some extent. I’ve got three kids, all at school.
It’s partly for money, partly for fun and it’s a
bit of a challenge.
‘These days I trade mainly margined FX
and some stocks. I don’t bother with futures
any more.’

Taking responsibility
Behrman is a firm believer in individual
responsibility when it comes to trading
decisions. ‘If somebody comes to me and
says, “Look, I’ve got a problem with my
trading” – that’s good. Because then they
start to take responsibility for the fact that
it’s not the system, it’s not the black box and
it’s not some factor external to themselves
that’s causing the problem.
‘The problem is always in the trader’s
mind and not in the market. The markets
simply are.’
Looking back, he reflects: ‘I got to realise
through trading that something didn’t make
sense. Not just in the trading but in my
whole life. Trading was just a reflection of it.
At that time I decided that psychology
seemed more interesting than anything else.
I had the cash and I used the time and I
thought, “Why not go back to school?” I have
no regrets.’ ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM THE TRADERSPEAK CD

11 November 2004
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21. Julian Behrmann 1hr
Files: BEHR1.mp3 & BEHR2.mp3
Private TRADER: UK: Market Psychiatrist
Born:
1959
Years in the Market: 14
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Forex
Having built up Britains largest satellite hardware
company and sold out aged 28 for a few million pounds,
Julian was introduced to trading by his dad, a seasoned
private trader. Julian made his own path however. In
his early thirties Julian returned to university to take
a degree in psychology.
With exceptional insight into trading, Julian now
trades as and when he feels comfortable and consults
(at very reasonable rates) to traders and the public in
general. Julian "draws" on his trading account profits
when he needs money.
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Hill shows the way up
John Hill worked his way up from humble
origins to establish himself as a leading light
in systems trading. Larry Levy finds out more

J

ohn Hill is ‘so much smarter than
he likes to make out,’ is one
professional’s observation of this
world-renowned systems trader.
With his dry southern US accent, Hill has an
allegorical, and somewhat humourous style
when it comes to the truth of life and the
markets.
‘There were times I didn’t know where my
next meal was coming from,’ admits Hill,
talking of his childhood years on a farm in
Mississippi during the Great Depression.
He entered World War II as part of an elite
unit, too late to see much action, then in the
1950s started practising as a chemical engineer
for Shell Oil, working across America in
different refineries.
With an engineer’s salary of around $300 a
month and a family to support, he became a
keen part-time investor in blue-chip stocks.
One day, he overheard several people
expounding about the leverage possible with
futures trading. With only $1,000 in his
account he began taking positions in
soybeans and sugar. Within the space of three
months he had built up his initial stake to
more than $80,000.
By late 1958, John Hill had pyramided his
position up to 200 contracts of soybeans.
Prices had been rising on the basis of a
drought when, as he bemoans, ‘one Saturday
they had a gully washer [a sudden rain storm]
come through the Midwest’, thus ending the
dry spell that had driven prices up.
On the Monday Hill emerged from his
position with $5,000 – still up 500% in three
months and thankful for being able to get out
without losing his home. Though suddenly
humbled by the power of the market, Hill
admits to becoming hooked, noting, ‘If it can
be done once, it can be done again’. He soon
decided to start trading technically and get
himself some ‘technical smarts’.

called trading expert’
lived, he would try to meet
up and pick the expert’s
brains.
Some 15 years later, in
1973, Hill left his
engineering job to become
a full-time trader and
broker, and moved his
family from Baton Rouge
to the scenic Appalachian
Mountains in Hendersonville, North Carolina.
By the 1980s, and with the advent of early
PCs, he found himself spending several
thousand dollars on trading ‘systems’ which
he often found were a total waste of money.
Somewhat infuriated, he decided to start a
publication, Futures Truth, in which different
trading systems were compared side by side,
based on common denominators.

Trader in town

‘There’s enough truth in anything to literally
drive you up the wall,’ notes Hill. ‘When it
comes to system design, I can give you any
return you want in hindsight, due to curve
fitting, but don’t ask me what it will actually
do tomorrow!’
Generally, he uses short as well as long-

Hill’s engineering job often landed him in
Washington DC on a Friday night and he
would frequently spend weekends at the
United States Library of Congress reading
books on technical trading. During the week, if
he was passing through a town where a ‘so-
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With only $1,000 in his
account he began taking
positions in soybeans and
sugar. Within the space
of three months he had
built up his initial stake to
more than $80,000
Within a short period of time, not only was
Hill reviewing systems without having to pay
for the privilege but developers were sending
their software in for assessment. Futures Truth
became, and remains, an authority on trading
systems throughout the world.

The truth is out there

term trend-following systems, triggered by
breakouts and pattern-recognition as well as
standard deviation. Additionally, effective
money management is a fundamental
element of all of John Hill’s trading systems.
‘What I’m looking for is two trading
systems that are completely out of phase but
both make money. So you end up with a
pretty smooth equity curve,’ he explains.
The best $500 Hill claims he ever spent was
on the Wyckoff Course in the 1960s – ‘nothing
works but Wyckoff’. He bases many of his core
trading principles and systems on the volume
and price action principles championed by the
early-century trader and analyst Richard D.
Wyckoff.
As well as having authored a number of
titles himself on trading, Hill recommends
reading Taylor’s Trading Techniques.

A family business
Happily married, Hill has two boys and a girl,
now grown up and in their forties. They have
all followed him successfully into ‘the
business’. Nowadays, he just develops trading
systems, which he loves, leaving others to do
most of the order placement.
Hill trades stocks as well as futures, and
aims for a 25% per year return for his clients
with a draw-down of less than 10%. He
wonders about the future stability of the US
and places his non-trading funds in New
Zealand dollars.
Retirement? ‘When you retire you die,’ says
Hill. ‘I don’t consider this work. I consider this
enjoyment.’ He takes his health seriously,
running and playing golf while enjoying
regular vacations – especially the Caribbean in
the winter months. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM INTERVIEW ON THE TRADERSPEAK CD.

23. John Hill 1 h
Files: HILL1.mp3, HILL2.mp3
Public /Private & Systems TRADER: USA
Born:
1926
Years in the Market: 40+
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
JOHN HILL Turned $1,000 into $80,000 in the early
1960's in three months
"If it can be done once it can be done again ..."
Mr Hill is widely recognized as the doyen of trading
system analysts and traders, with his publication
Futures Truth, which he says he founded out of anger
with the nonsense around at the time. In between the
lines, and his wry sense of humor, John Hill reveals
numerous trading truths and points to the
fundamental principles used in his trading systems.
"A wise fox if there ever was one" - is how one listener
portrayed him.

22. Christopher Davis 1 h
Files: DAVIS1.mp3, DAVIS2.mp3
Advisory STOCKBROKER, FX BROKER, Fin Futures
BROKER, Private/Institutional TRADER: Money & Fund
Manager: UK, USA
Born:
1963
Years in the Market: 18
Method of Trading:
Fundamental with some technical
backup
Main Instruments:
Stocks, Futures, Forex, Options,
Bonds
With enough trading experience to fit into several
lifetimes, Chris Davis is a consummate professional.
For over 15 years a professional private client broker
to the well healed and the pro alike, Christopher has a
portfolio of clients though his solid performance most
brokers only dream of. Chris is essentially a
fundamental trader, but nevertheless uses technical
analysis to time his trades. He describes in detail the
detective work involved in digging out potential
investment opportunities: absolutely fascinating
listening.
Chris left broking a few months ago to start his own
fund: Founder Asset Management in Baltimore,
Maryland. In just four months of operations he has
sixteen professional analysts working full time on
potential opportunities and over $150 million under
management.
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Riding the waves

Adrenalin addict: Colin Jäger likes
to heli-ski in his spare time

Colin Jäger took up trading full-time
after a career in pensions and
mortgages, armed with a science
degree that stood him in good stead
to study the markets. Larry Levy
caught up with him to find out more
about his unique trading method

F

ull-time trader Colin Jäger is riding
a wave, thanks partly to his
university study of cockroaches.
He can boast a following for his
own unique style and method, which he calls
the ‘Jäger Wave’.
Jäger, who lives near Southampton with his
wife Julie and eight-year-old daughter
Natasha, is a bit of an adrenalin addict. Threequarters of his trading is based on UK futures
– an ‘exceptionally insecure way to earn a
living’, he admits – mainly trading the FTSE
with the rest in the S&P.
As a child he wanted to be a scientist and
ended up studying biology at university, where
he wrote a paper on the behaviour of
cockroaches. After graduating he ‘got a proper
job selling drugs’ for pharmaceuticals company
MSD, but then set up a company selling
pensions and mortgages. He worked hard and
did well. One day he came across a customer
sitting at home just trading and doing little
else, in the days when this was not all that
common. Attracted by this concept, Jäger
decided to take the plunge and do the same.

When these different waves intersect and
converge, it often represents a turning point in
the market and an advantageous point at
which to enter a trade. Jäger claims, for
example, that there are as many as 25 different
independent wave cycles operating
continuously in the FTSE Index. From these
he constructs ‘wave maps’ which he faxes out
to his followers.

When these different
waves intersect and
converge, it often
represents a turning
point in the market
and an advantageous
point at which to enter
a trade.

Luck and instinct
In late 1985 he re-mortgaged his house
(something he does not recommend),
borrowed £70,000 and began trading indexlinked funds. He attributes his early success to
a combination of ‘luck and instinct’ he says,
‘following little trends along the way’.
Three years later, Jäger had a major
breakthrough – something that would
change his trading life. He discovered, in a
concept he says was linked to his previous
studies on cockroaches, that markets
resonate and vibrate to a series of waves.
These operate continuously in the market
and independently of each other. The ‘waves’
are a series of recurring patterns and are not
necessarily linear, which he claims is why the
cycle-finders haven’t found them.
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Jäger keeps his wave theory proprietary but
has been complimented by such authors as
Tony Plummer, who wrote a well-known
book on cycles called Forecasting Financial
Markets. He maintains his wave maps on the
FTSE, S&P and futures markets such as the
long gilt. He has also tried mapping the
currencies but found it difficult, since
currency crosses are always influenced by
other currency cross-rates.

Back to the futures
Generally Jäger’s trades are short-term, often
lasting just 10-15 minutes and rarely more than
two to three hours. These days he only trades
futures. Though he has access to an electronic
platform, he often opts to call the broker

instead, getting a ‘feel’ and allowing him a few
extra moments to take the pulse of the market
before deciding whether to ‘pull the trigger’.
After all his research, the precise entry and
exit points in Jäger’s trades are more often
than not instinctive, though he attributes this
to running the indicators in his mathematical
mind, sensing the moment of white heat.
As a long-term Liffe trader, Jäger doesn’t
lament the passing of the floor but
complains about the occasional onset of ‘fat
finger syndrome’, when a major bank
mistakenly hits the sell or buy key on
thousands of contracts, instantly taking out
most of the bids or offers and spiking the
price. He knows you can get ‘totally screwed’
on your stop being triggered because of a
mistaken click.

Risk awareness
Like the famous Chicago futures trader
Richard Dennis, who spawned a school of
traders called ‘The Turtles’, Jäger has
nicknamed his students ‘The Gophers’. He
interviews newbies before taking them on,
assessing their abilities and awareness of risk
as well as informing potential traders of the
gap between the dream of trading and the
reality. Some candidates thank him for his
advice and proceed no further.
Access to Jäger’s services costs between
£2,000 and £4,000 a year and includes access to
his wave map service.
Away from the markets, thrills are part of
his life. After owning a rally-specification
Sierra Cosworth, he now drives a silver Audi
RS6 Avant that achieves 0-60 in 4.1 seconds.
Along with other adrenalin addicts who have
spare cash, he enjoys heli-skiing in British
Columbia, where the helicopter is your ski
lift and the heli-ride can be as exciting as
the powder.

n

BASED ON INTERVIEW FROM THE TRADERSPEAK.COM
CD SET.

24. Colin Jaeger
1 hr
Files: JAGER1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK Market MENTOR
Born:
1960
Years in the Market:
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures

18

Founder and proprietor of his own proprietary wave
theory and prediction engine, Colin discusses his
trading career and his wave theory without giving the
theory away.

25. Chris Kobewka 2hr 6mins
Files: KOB1.mp3, KOB2.mp3, KOB3.mp3
Private TRADER: Spreadbetter Extrodinaire: MARKET
MENTOR
Born:
1960
Years in the Market:
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
Chris Kobewka was asked by one spreadbetter to stop
trading on account of the extent of his incredible
profit performance. Listening to Chris speak is like
hearing the mind and logic of a trading genius at play.
This one is a natural. He throws normal risk reward
logic on its head and explains why. Looks like Mr
Kobewka has just begun his trading journey to extreme
success.
"When I was thirteen I wanted to be a stockbroker. I
had no idea what they did, except they made lots of
money"
"It all goes back to when I made that 1000 pounds in an
hour"
"Trading is just taking a contrarian position. Not like
on the news"
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The fine art of the FTSE
Paul Langham trades intraday, armed only with simple charts and a deep understanding of
the odds. Larry Levy spoke with him to find out more…

P

aul Langham has spent most of
his life dealing in probabilities,
working to gain an edge. Born and
raised in Essex, Langham achieved
his first break at the age of 11, when he was
awarded a scholarship to Christ’s Hospital, the
renowned private school in Horsham, West
Sussex. While the other boys were busy
playing rugby, the young Langham was busy
accepting bets and laying odds on the
outcome of the matches, though he also
played sometimes too!
Back in London in the holidays, he jobbed
himself out at the local Mecca bookmakers in
Hackney, Stratford and Leytonstone as a
‘board marker’, working in places where he
says ‘you could cut the smoke into blocks’. He
went on to take a basic bookmaking
qualification and his next holiday job was oncourse for a certain Jolly Joe, as a runner
carrying bets between bookies. After the
horses at Ascot or Sandown in the afternoons,
Paul would often end up at doing the dogs at
White City in the evening. Throughout this
period, he was digesting the intricacies of the
probabilities game, which later became a
powerful tool in gaining an edge trading
options and futures.
While attending Music School in London,
Paul spent many hours ‘just hanging around’
places like Sotheby’s and Christies. Soon he
was buying and selling 19th-century
landscapes for ‘a few hundred’, hoping to turn
a profit.

The turning point
Following two years at Lloyds, Paul had a
string of IT jobs for large companies such as
BT. In 1985 he started to trade – mainly
options – with a variety of brokers. He
remembers 1987 as a turning point in his life:
he moved overseas, taking a job in Brussels
with the European Commission, and
experienced a wipe-out of his £14,500 account
in the October 1987 crash. Following this, he
resolved to trade in the future only using his
own techniques rather than following
broker’s advice.
One strategy he uses is to sell out-of-themoney calls. ‘Successful trading, whether in
fine art, at the races or down in the pit, is
essentially about playing probability and
getting the odds in your favour,’ he
says. ‘Taking what appear to be high-risk
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‘Successful trading, whether in fine art, at
the races or down in the pit, is essentially
about playing probability and getting the
odds in your favour.’

types of investment and squeezing the risk
out of the trades by playing smart .’

A smart call
A favourite technique is to sell FTSE 100
index calls. When you sell a call option, you
receive a premium from the buyer. This
confers on the seller the obligation to settle
the difference between the ‘strike’ price of
the option and the actual market price on its
expiry. If the strike price is still above the
value of the underlying instrument, there is
nothing to settle and you retain the
premium. Ninety per cent of options expire
worthless so, says Paul, ‘if you can manage
the risks of selling options you have the
odds in your favour’.
The FTSE 100 contract is £10 a point. Let’s
take an example based on the current
market:
‘Having viewed my charts and based on
the fact that FTSE 100 has run up some 400
points in the last two months (around 4700
at the time of writing), I feel now would be a
good time to sell some FTSE Jan 2005 4875
index call options – the rationale being that
the market should at least stabilise or fall
back over the next few months.
‘The options would then expire worthless
and I would garner the premium (£510 per

option at the time of writing on 12 October).
‘On the other hand, in the event that the
market moved up against me I would buy
back the 4875s at a loss and possibly sell
twice as many Jan 5025 options, thus
limiting my losses. This is called rolling out.’
Langham shies away from selling puts,
because ‘these days you never know when
some disaster is going to happen and the
market goes down too fast to roll out your
position.’

Taking the plunge
While he was working in IT, Langham always
wanted to make the jump to full-time trader.
This September he took the plunge. Now he
trades intraday and uses simple divergence
on one-minute charts to gain an edge.
He explains: ‘Divergence is when the
direction and pattern of our indicators does
not follow that of price. Divergence works
using a number of the popular indicators,
including RSI, Stochastic, CCI and Williams
%R to name a few. I strategy-trade using
indicators like MACD and Stochastic on Dow
or DAX futures.’
Paul lives in Brussels. He loves gardening,
collecting fine art, cooking and travelling,
and is far happier trading at home than
doing a nine-to-five job. ■

26. Paul Langham 1hr
Files: LANGHAM1.mp3 & LANGHAM2.mp3
Private TRADER: Art Dealer: BOOKMAKER: BROKER
Born:
1958
Years in the Market: 18
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Art, Futures, Options, FX

Paul Langham
markets since
been "punting"
his blood and
and risk.

had an idea he wanted to be in the
the age of eleven. He has essentially
all his life. Langham feels trading is in
views everything in terms of probability

Langham reveals his lifelong career in trading of
different kinds: from (making a market on school rugby,
hockey and cricket matches, to working on racetracks
for bookies to art dealing to traded option strategies,
which he describes & ultimately, to speadbetting,
futures and FX trading. Paul describes the similarities
between markets and in a sense the way they are all
the same: about buying and selling, seeing, spotting
and moving in on value, ultimately gaining an edge and
moving on from there. From Christies to the CBOE,
Langham has been there and trading along.
He describes the "gambling instinct", having worked on
the edge of a racetrack. To Langham its all the same:
Horses, Dogs, Fine Art, FTSE, Dow, Microsoft Stock. He
describes the phenomenal success of internet sites like
betfair.com. Now he trades FX and futures.
"Part of winning means that you are also prepared to
lose"

27. Martin Colt 1hr (name changed)
Files: MART1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born:
early 1930's
Years in the Market: 20+
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Options
As with many traders, a pattern of learning,
progression and humbling takes place as this truly
indomitable character progresses through the various
stages of becoming a successful private trader.
Although now "retired" from trading he keeps a keen eye
on the markets and is far sharper than many of us
could dream of being at any age.
28. Alexis Montenegro 1hr 6 mins
Files: MONT1.mp3, MONT2.mp3, MONT3.mp3
Private TRADER: USA
Born:
1953
Years in the Market: 6
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures & Stocks
"Trading is a beautiful endeavor..."
he makes it possible.

Alex explains how

Born in Aden, (now South Yemen), Alex is half British
and half Italian. He grew up in many places, as his
father worked for the British Government and his
mother was an Italian diplomat. In 1987 he moved to
the United States and now lives In North Carolina.
Montenegro dropped out of university after two years
and decided to become a pilot. Age 23 with just 300
hours of flight experience and all his new flight
licenses, he was lucky enough to be offered a job
flying a corporate Lear Jet all around the world for
an Italian construction company. After this he became a
distributor of hi-fi equipment.
After getting into day trading stocks and having
"slammed myself into a wall", Alex bought Advanced GET
(Gann Elliott Techniques) and has "never abandoned it".
Tom Joseph shone "a light" on Montenegro's
perspective. He now uses GET Realtime with the eSignal
datafeed to trade (mainly) the e-Mini S&P. He has his

own way - more like philosophy of using Elliott Wave,
and gives us his practical view.
29. Peter Neckels (name changed) 46 mins
Files: NECKELS1.mp3
Private TRADER: GERMANY
Born:
1966
Years in the Market:
17
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, warrants & options
Neckels describes how as a young man he made over a
million dollars, lost it and almost did the same thing
again using options, warrants and a great deal of
bravado. What he did and what he doesn't recommend
you do!

30.
Tom Joseph 48 mins
Files: TOMJOSPEH1.mp3
Private TRADER: Trading Software Developer
(Advanced GET) USA
Born:
1950's
Years in the Market: 27
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
A legendary trader and innovator, Tom Joseph came up
with GET (Gann Elliott Techniques), which not only
generates Elliott Wave Counts but also contains
numerous other methods and systems for predicting
market movement.
Uniquely in the interview, Tom highlights many of the
things that he still uses and how he trades today,
after developing such a library of techniques. Tom
describes what he feels is most important in trading,
and what you need to do to get past what Tom calls
the "freshman" stage of being a trader.
31. Scott Tricou 2 h
Files: TRICOU1.mp3, TRICOU2.mp3, TRICOU3.mp3
Private TRADER: Discretionary BROKER
Born:
1953
Years in the Market: 32
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures, Options
Scot Tricou is a living breathing example of someone
who wanted to be nothing else all his life except be a
broker and a trader. He got interested in commodities
age 15 and he describes his life and how by the age of
23 he had accumulated enough money to buy himself a
new house. He also talks about how he develops
systems and how he rates them, as well as his lifestyle
as a trader and a broker.
Tricou sleeps with a tape recoder by his bed in case he
should think of any new trading systems in the night.
He has a number of computers continuously testing to
come up with the next best system for a changing
market.

32. Rick Versteeg 1hr 23mins
Files: VERSTEEG1.mp3 & VERSTEEG2.mp3
TRADER & FUND MANAGER: Trading Software
Developer (Prognosis NL) HOLLAND
Born:
1958
Years in the Market:
21
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
The quiet, rugged, logical and professional passion
with which Versteeg pursues his trade are clues to the
personality and thinking required to become successful
in modern markets. The man behind ELWAVE, an
advanced Elliott Wave package developed by Versteeg
when he found what was available was not sufficient
for his analysis requirements, Versteeg describes
everything from what it takes to make it as a trader to
the differences between his and other ways of looking
at Elliott Wave.

33. Mohammed Wahid (name changed) ½ hr
Files: WAHID1.mp3
Private TRADER: UK
Born:
1979
Years in the Market:
2
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
Although Mr Wahid has not experienced a great deal
on the trading front, he has interesting insights into
why many people start and don't necessarily carry on.
He is also a student of Islamic studies and details
what types of trading are acceptable under Islamic law.
34. Willem van der Vorm 1hr
Files: WILLEM1.mp3 & WILLEM2.mp3
Priavate & Legendary FLOOR TRADER of the FTSE Pit
on LIFFE (London International Financial Futures
Exchange)
Born:
1964
Years in the Market: 18
Method of Trading:
Technical
Main Instruments:
Futures
There was a period in the nineteen nineties that Willem
was not merely a trader in the FTSE pit - he was the
FTSE pit.
Known by other traders on LIFFE simply as "Willem", he
was a legend in his own time down on the LIFFE floor.
From the way he used to run the FTSE up and down to
the methods he uses to trade now, van der Vorm
provides a fascinating account of a man who has
successfully adapted from legendary floor trader to
screen trader. He describes the methods he uses and
how he and his trading have changed over time.
Hear him tell his own amazing story.
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Local knowledge wins
Willem Van der Vorm used to be king of the
FTSE pit at LIFFE. Larry Levy caught up with
him to learn some tricks of the trade

I

n the 1990s, one man’s name
preceded him when it came to
trading the FTSE 100 futures:
Willem. Stories abound about this
legendary trader – strong and tall, dark,
handsome, Dutch and ever so smart – who
came to rule the FTSE pit on LIFFE (London
International Financial Futures Exchange).
Born Willem Van der Vorm (LIFFE floor
jacket initials VOM) in Rotterdam in August
1964, he attended boarding school in North
Wales after which he studied at the LSE. In
1987, Willem landed his first job, in the back
office of New Japan Securities in Fenchurch
Street. Six months later, he began trading for
the firm in the JGB (Japanese Government
Bonds) pit and knew at once that this was his
kind of place.
After a further six months, Willem, now 24,
went independent and became a ‘local’ –
trading for his own account in the volatile
FTSE futures pit. On day two he managed to
lose fully half his capital of £30,000 by
selling into the news of the Goldsmith/Kerry
Packer takeover bid for BAT Industries. He
vividly recalls learning from this experience
the truism that there is ‘no disrespecting
the market’.
From then on he was ‘trading small and
just trying to build up the account slowly’. By
1992, Willem had gradually come to
dominate the FTSE pit and in the process he
developed a considerable following among
some floor traders. Some simply coat-tailed
his trades and these locals became known as
‘The Willettes’.

Coats on LIFFE for
swearing and he
was tossed out once
or twice for fighting
in the pit.) This is
how it worked:
Most
small,
intraday traders will
invariably set a tight
stop-loss on their
trades – say between
three and 30 points.
The selling dies
down and the
market may have
even come off a few
points, leaving the
locals long and the
public short. The
locals are well aware
that if the market
can move up, say 10
to 30 points, those
punters will, on the
whole, have hit their
stops, causing them
to buy back at a loss – and a profit to the locals
who went long on the back of the public selling.
Traders in the pit who are endowed with the
capital and, as importantly, the nose to sense
the low turning point will now start to buy.
Other locals, witnessing the lead trader
buying, start to buy as well. The upward
momentum begins to accelerate, the locals
start to lock in profit as the stop loss points are
hit… and so the cycle continues.

Local techniques

From floor to screen

‘You can’t really manipulate the market
because it’s always right. But I used to be able
to feel which way the market was headed and
then take advantage of it that way,’ he says.
One way in which this technique could be
executed was to ‘run the stops’. The FTSE
experiences long periods of relative inactivity
with many newbie traders sitting at home,
attempting to predict the next move using a
variety of intraday technical analysis packages.
This combination proved fertile ground for
hungry locals looking to ‘take out the *******
stops’ – as they used to put it. (Willem
estimates that over the years, he was subject
to fines totalling around £25,000 by the Blue

In 1998, the FTSE changed its value per tick
down from £25 to £10 per point. This was the
trigger for Willem and many other locals to
leave the floor and screen-trade electronically.
The new electronic German DAX contract at
DM100 (around £37) per point offered him the
size and volatility that the FTSE lacked.
Then in 2000, the doors at LIFFE’s Cannon
Bridge floor closed for the last time, bringing
to an end the feverish culture in which Van
der Vorm had starred.
A number of the LIFFE locals he used to
know have been reborn as highly successful
screen traders while others have assumed
new careers as taxi drivers, estate agents,

Willem Van der Vorm,
legendary floor trader

‘You can’t really manipulate the
market because it’s always right.
But I used to be able to feel which
way the market was headed and then
take advantage of it that way.’
milkmen and flower sellers, among other
things.

Older and wiser
Though now older, more cautious and
trading in smaller sizes than in his adrenalinedriven days down on LIFFE, Willem has
adapted well to screen trading and wouldn’t
choose to go back. Rather than being a
technical trader per se, he prefers to observe
how the market reacts to various stimuli and
scrutinises it for patterns. Willem doesn’t use
mechanical stops like many other traders: he
just gets out when he’s ‘wrong’.
Being screen-based allows a trader
geographical flexibility. Willem spends his
time these days between Monaco, the South
of France and the UK, where his four children
live. He loves volatility and trades mainly on
the DAX, but also indulges the FTSE, S&P and
more recently NYMEX Crude Oil and Natural
Gas. Having reached a comfortable level of
wealth, he now enjoys a comfortable lifestyle,
though he hasn’t lost the common touch and
on occasion you’ll find Willem on EasyJet
along with the rest of us. ■
EXTRACTS TAKEN FROM INTERVIEW ON TRADERSPEAK CD

14 October 2004
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35.
David Burton 1hr
File: BURTON1.mp3
Gann Teacher & Private Trader: Australia
Born: 1957
Years in the Market:
22
Method of Trading:
Technical
David is not an intraday trader. Why should he be when
market moves can be predicted years in advance?
Born in New Zealand, David qualified as a fitter for the
New Zealand Electricity Board before moving to
Australia in 1978 to work on the mines. In 1983 he
briefly became a futures broker and at the same time
discovered the works of W.D.Gann, a market analyst
from the first half of the twentieth century. Since his
stint as a broker he has been privately trading his own
account. Having spent years studying Gann and
decoding its hidden meanings, Burton is able to predict
future market movements.
Using Gann techniques, he was able to, for example
predict the moves in Cotton in the mid 1990's, turning
$500 into $300,000 using traded options. David is not
someone who minces his words and answers to
questions are often direct, succinct and to the point.
A number of his basic approaches are revealed, as well
as clues to further research. For example, he has
discovered a hidden code in Gann’s book, Tunnel
Through the Air.

